
⃞ Breast pump: With AC Adaptor, breast shield bodies, membrances, back caps, 
set of tubing, personal breast shields, (steam clean bags)

⃞ Storage for pumping: plastic bags, bottles, marker, ice pack

⃞ Nursing tank or bras: Good idea to have at least seven as a combination. 
You’ll wear a new one each day since they can easily get smelly or full of milk

⃞ Boppy Pillow: One is fine but maybe have a second cover on hand in case one 
is dirty. Any other supportive pillow is good too.

⃞ Nursing pads: If using disposable, you can purchase by the box and may go 
through many, many boxes. Amazon has large quantities available with free 
shipment. If using reusable pads it’s good to have at least a week’s worth on 
hand. You may go through more than one per day if your let down is 
especially heavy (sometimes it is at night).

⃞ Nipple cream: You may get a small tube at the hospital, depending on the 
person this can last a long time. If you need another tube at some point they 
are easy to come by.

⃞ Nursing covers: One should be sufficient but it’s fun to have 2-3 if you plan to 
coordinate with your outfit.

⃞ Lactation cookies: Some people believe there are ways to increase your milk 
supply. Besides always staying hydrated there are products and recipes on 
the market like lactation cookies and mother’s milk tea that have been 
known to help increase milk supply.

⃞ Water: It’s SUPER important to stay hydrated. When nursing your body is 
pulling water from other places of your body to help create milk. When you 
are dehydrated your milk supply goes down and other parts of your body 
can suffer. Drink lots!!
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